
Book #1in the T.E. Scoundrel series is set in 1882 Colorado:

 When his best friend’s fiancée is kidnapped, an unlikely hero must 
battle robber barons, bandit gangs, the US Cavalry, and Cheyenne 
warriors to bring her home. Along the way he will also have to foil 
a plot to steal a country. 

      50 YEARS OF ADVENTURE BEGINS TODAY 

A historian  who wrote for film & television before  becoming the 
most celebrated ghostwriter for Fortune 50 CEOs, national politi-
cal figures and tech leaders, B.R. O’Hagan has embarked on a six 
book historical fiction /action adventure series that spans the       
tumultuous half-century between the American Civil War and 
WW I.

Join Col. Thomas Scoundrel as he careens across the world from Join Col. Thomas Scoundrel as he careens across the world from 
one heart-pounding adventure to the next in the company of 
some of history’s most fascinating personalities.
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“Rip-roaring & relentless, this masterful page turner   
crowns O’Hagan King of the WIld Frontier!” Gatsby

“Fast-paced, panoramic storytelling at its best...
perfect for a wide-screen epic. ” Reedsy

“Five Star historical fiction and  one of the best reads of 
the year.” Goodreads

  “A rollicking, wild ride…historical fiction at its best.”   “A rollicking, wild ride…historical fiction at its best.” 
Midwest Review of Books

 “Packed with action, humor and memorable 
characters. Highly recommended.” BookBub

PRAISE FOR SCOUNDREL IN THE THICK

Meet internationally acclaimed opera star, 
bass-baritone Craig Colclough, who is the 
‘voice’ of Thomas Scoundrel.  

Listeners agree that Craig’s performance of 
Scoundrel in the Thick sets new standards of 
excellence for audio book recording.

To learn more about Craig and his opera To learn more about Craig and his opera 
schedule, visit : www.craigcolclough.com 
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